Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for service retrieval that takes into account the service behavior (described as process model) and relies both on preference satisfiability and structural similarity. User query and target process models are represented as annotated graphs, where user preferences on QoS (Quality of Service) attributes (such as response time, availability and throughput) are modelled by means of fuzzy sets. To avoid empty results, a flexible evaluation method based on fuzzy linguistic quantifiers (such as almost all) is introduced. The retrieved results are easily interpreted by the end users thanks to the clear semantics conveyed by that method. Finally, two families of ranking methods are discussed.
Introduction
Nowadays, an increasing number of companies and organizations are moving towards a service-oriented and model-driven architectures for offering their services on the Web. Searching a specific service within service repositories becomes a critical issue for the success of these architectures. This issue has recently received much attention and many approaches have been proposed [8, 2, 5] . Most of these approaches are based on the matchmaking of process inputs/outputs [8] , service behavior [2] or ontological knowledge [5] . Unfortunately, these approaches often result in a large number of services offering similar functionalities and behavior. One way to discriminate between such similar services is to consider non-functional requirements such as QoS (Quality of Service) (e.g., response time, throughput, availability and reliability). A recent trend towards quality-aware approaches has been initiated [13, 1, 18] , but remains limited and not satisfactory for generic process model discovery.
On the other hand, several service discovery approaches based on fuzzy set theory have been proposed. For instance, in [11] the authors treat the web service selection for composition as a fuzzy constraint satisfiability problem. They assign to each QoS criterion five fuzzy sets (such as poorly acceptable, almost acceptable and acceptable) describing its constraint levels. In [15] , QoS based service selection is modelled as a fuzzy multiple criteria decision making problem. Linguistic expressions are used to evaluate and to express the weights of importance of QoS criteria. Hafeez et al. [6] present a service selection mechanism allowing the service broker to intelligently select a set of available services from a user query with imprecise constraints defined by fuzzy sets. The query evaluation is based on the aggregation of the obtained degrees over constraints.Şora et al. [1] propose an approach in which they automatically generate fuzzy rules from user preferences and rank the candidate services using a fuzzy inference process.
The above fuzzy approaches only consider the preference satisfiability and ignore the structural similarity of complex web services. Moreover, these works deal only with services as black boxes, i.e., the service behavior level is not investigated. Our goal is to go further these approaches into a unique integrated approach dealing with functional and non-functional requirements and behavior specification in service retrieval.
Starting from the work done in [9] , we propose a cooperative approach for handling users process queries where both behavior specification and QoS preferences are specified inside these queries. User preferences on QoS properties are modelled by means of fuzzy sets as they are more suitable to the interpretation of linguistic terms (such as high or fast) that constitutes a convenient way for users to express their preferences. To avoid empty answers for a given query, a flexible evaluation strategy based on fuzzy linguistic quantifiers is introduced.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some basic background. In Section 3, modelling fuzzy preferences and their evaluation are addressed. Section 4 presents our interpretation of process models similarity based on linguistic quantifiers. In Section 5, service ranking methods are discussed. Section 6 proposes an illustrative example and finally Section 7 concludes the paper.
Background
In this section, we provide some basic definitions within the scope of web service selection with preferences, and a short recall on fuzzy sets.
Fuzzy Sets
A fuzzy set F [17] on the universe X is described by a membership function μ F :
) represents the support (resp. core) of F . In practice, the membership function associated to F is often represented by a trapezoid (α, β, ϕ, ψ) 1 , where
is its support (resp. core). A Fuzzy set-based approach to preferences queries proposed in [3] relies on the use of fuzzy set membership functions that describe the preference profiles of the user on each attribute domain involved in the query. This is especially convenient and suitable when dealing with numerical domains, where a continuum of values is to be interfaced for each domain with satisfiability degrees in the unit interval scale. Then individual satisfiability degrees associated with elementary conditions are combined (commensurability assumption holds thanks to the membership functions) using a panoply of fuzzy set connectives, which may go beyond conjunctive and disjunctive aggregations (by possibly involving fuzzy quantifiers, if only the satisfiability of the most of the elementary conditions in a query is required).
Preferences in Process Model Specification
Many languages are currently available to describe service process models, e.g., OWL-S [12] . They represent a process model as a set of primitive activities combined using control flow structures. Then, these languages can be abstracted as a direct graph G = (V, E), where the vertices represent activities or control flow nodes, while the edges represent the flow of execution. In this work, services are specified as graphs annotated with QoS properties and user queries are specified as graphs annotated with preferences. Figure 1 shows an example of a user query annotated with preferences. The example presents a global preference indicating user prefers services providing RSA encryption. Some activity preferences are also defined for activities A and B involving reliability, response time and cost. In [9] , this set of preferences has been used to develop a service selection approach based on QoS where preference satisfiability is computed using to a unique distance function for all numerical preferences. This way of doing does not take into account the fact that preferences are context and user-dependent and assumes no commensurability when combining individual satisfiability degrees.
A Fuzzy Model to Evaluate Preferences
In this section, we introduce a fuzzy set-based approach to handle the above set of preferences involved in the annotated graph associated with the user query. In particular, we propose a metric, called satisfiability degree (δ), that measures how well the annotations of a target process model satisfy the preferences present in the query.
Atomic Preferences
For numerical atomic preferences, the satisfiability degree is obtained using to userspecific membership functions. Table 1 summarizes the fuzzy modelling of numerical preferences of interest. Given a preference p and an annotation a : (m, r), one is interested in computing the degree to which the annotation a satisfies p. For non-numerical preferences, the satisfiability degree is based on the semantic similarity between concepts. Given an ontology O and two concepts c 1 and c 2 , the semantic similarity wp between c 1 and c 2 is given by [14] :
where c 3 is the least common super-concept between c 1 and c 2 , N 1 is the length of the path from c 1 to c 3 , N 2 is the length of the path from c 2 to c 3 , and N 3 is the length of the path from c 3 to the ontology root. Given a non-numerical preference p and an annotation a, the satisfiability degree δ (p, a) is calculated as shown in Table 2 . 
Complex Preferences
To evaluate a set of complex preferences S p , first we construct a preference tree t p that represents the semantics of the set S p . In that tree, the nodes represent atomic preferences and the edges represent a more important than relation (prioritized preference) from parent to child. Preferences of the same level and having the same parent express Pareto preference. Each level i (except the root) of the tree is associated with an importance weight ω i = 1 /i, except i = 0 (the smaller i, the more important p i ). For example, consider the preference tree of q 1 in Figure 3 , obtained from the complex preferences of query q 1 . Preferences p 11 is an atomic preference that is not component of any complex preference. p 5 : & (p 2 , p 3 ) is a complex preference composed of atomic preferences p 2 and p 3 ; it means that p 2 is more important than p 3 . p 7 : ⊗ (p 3 , p 4 ) is a complex preference composed of atomic preferences p 3 and p 4 ; it means that p 3 and p 4 are equally important.
Considering that each atomic preference p i has a satisfiability degree δ i , a new satisfiability degree δ i is computed taking into account the weight ω i underlying p i in the spirit of [3] . δ i is defined 4 using the formula (2). This new interpretation of p i considers as acceptable any value outside of its support with the degree 1 − ω i . It means that the larger ω i (i.e., p i is important), the smaller the degree of acceptability of a value outside the support of p i . At the end, we calculate the satisfiability degree of user atomic preferences considering their constructors and the complex preferences containing them.
Process Model Similarity: A Linguistic Quantifier-Based Method
In this section, we describe a method to compute similarity between process model graphs according to user preferences. We also discuss a method to assess the structural similarity between two process model graphs. Both kinds of similarity will be used to rank potential targets of a query as it will be seen in Section 5. In order to evaluate the structural similarity of two processes q and t, we propose to use a graph matching algorithm, like in [5] . This algorithm returns a mapping M and a set E of edit operations necessary to transform q into t. We consider a mapping M between q and t as a set of pairs (v, w), such that v is an activity of q and w is an activity of t or the symbol $, which indicates the deletion of v. The edit operations considered are simple graph edit operations: node/edge deletion, node/edge addition and node substitution. Figure 4 illustrates a mapping between a query graph q 1 and a target graph t 1 . In the figure, SS (v, w) denotes the semantic similarity between activities v and w; we use the metric proposed in [5] that considers the activity name, inputs and outputs. In our work, the preference evaluation explained in Section 3 is applied as follows: the global atomic preferences of q are evaluated against the global annotations of t; similarly, the atomic preferences of an activity v of q are evaluated against the annotations of an activity w of t, such that (v, w) ∈ M .
Set of global preferences

Set of global annotations
Query graph
Target graph In our approach, we rely on the linguistic quantifier "almost all" for the similarity evaluation process. Such a quantifier, which is seen as a relaxation form of the universal quantifier "all", constitutes an appropriate tool to avoid the empty answers. It allows to retrieve elements that would not be selected when the quantifier "all" is used.
Preference Satisfiability between Process Models
A natural user interpretation of the similarity between query and target process models according to user preferences is given by the truth degree of the following proposition: γ 1 : Almost all preferences of q are satisfied by t
The above statement is a fuzzy quantified proposition of the form Q X are P , where (i) Q is a relative quantifier (e.g., almost all, around half, etc.) [4] ; (ii) X is a set of elements; (iii) P is a fuzzy predicate. The truth degree δ γ of γ : Q X are P is computed according to Yager's method [16] :
. . , μ n } be a set of degrees of the elements of X w.r.t. P , ordered in decreasing way: (μ 1 ≥ . . . ≥ μ n ). -The truth degree δ γ is given by formula (3), where μ Q ( i /n) is a membership degree of the element i /n to Q.
In our case, Ω = {μ 1 : δ 1 , . . . , μ n : δ n } is the set of satisfiability degrees of all atomic preferences (i.e. all global and activity atomic preferences) of query q, where δ i is the satisfiability degree of an atomic preference p i computed by formula (2) . The semantics of the linguistic quantifier almost all is given by (50%, 80%, 100%, 100%). In this case, (i) the user is totally satisfied if at least 80% of preferences are satisfied and (ii) the user is not satisfied at all if at most 50% of preferences are satisfied.
Structural Similarity between Process Models
Similarly, we can apply the technique based on fuzzy quantifiers to compute a structural similarity degree between two process models. This similarity between a query and target process models can be given by the truth degree of the following propositions:
Almost all the activities of q are mapped with activities of t γ 3 : Almost no edit operation is necessary to transform q into t
The truth degree of proposition γ 2 is obtained from the formula (3), where Ω = {μ 1 : SS 1 , . . . , μ n : SS n } is the set of semantic similarity degrees of all mapped activities of q, and SS i is the semantic similarity degree of a query activity v mapped with a target activity w. In the case of proposition γ 3 , the expression "almost no edit operation is necessary to transform q into t" is equivalent to the expression "almost all edit operations are not necessary to transform q into t". Therefore, its truth degree is computed as follows:
In this case, Ω = {μ 1 : C 1 , . . . , μ n : C n } is the set of transformation costs of mapped target activities with the corresponding activities of q, and C i is the transformation cost of a target activity w into a query activity v. Thus, the structural similarity between q and t is evaluated as follows:
Remark. In our approach, we consider particularly formulae (3) and (4) where μ Q ( i /n) = i /n. Thus, the meaning of delivered degrees has a simple and clear semantics for the user [10] . For instance, the evaluation of γ 1 , γ 2 and γ 3 means that:
At least δ * γ1 % of preferences of q are satisfied by t to at least a degree δ γ1 , at least δ * γ2 % of activities of q are mapped with t to at least a degree δ γ2 and at least δ * γ3 % of q does not need edit operation to transform q into t to at least a degree δ γ3 (where δ * γi = 100 × δ γi ).
Process Model Ranking
In this section, given a set of target graphs that are relevant to a query, we discuss some methods to rank-order these graphs according to their structural similarity and preference satisfiability. Let δ (q, t, M ) be the satisfiability degree between query graph q and target graph t obtained by formula (3) according to a mapping M . Similarly, let SS (q, t, M, E) be the structural similarity between q and t obtained by formula (5) w.r.t. M and a set E of edit operations. Two kinds of ranking methods can be used.
Ranking methods based on aggregation. In this first category, ranking methods aggregate both structural similarity and preference satisfiability into a unique degree used to rank-order the target graphs. Two aggregations can be considered:
Weighted average-based aggregation. The weighted average of SS (q, t, M, E) and δ (q, t, M ) is given by equation (6) .
s. t. 0 < ω SS < 1 is an importance weight assigned to the structural similarity criterion.
Min-combination based aggregation. The min-combination method [17] selects the smallest value of the two similarity degrees SS (q, t, M, E) and δ (q, t, M ), i.e.,
Ranking method without aggregation. In this second category, the two distinct similarity degrees are used to rank-order target graphs thanks to the lexicographic order. A priority is given to the structural similarity SS(q, t, M, E) while the preference satisfiability δ (q, t, M ) is only used to break ties.
Illustrative Example
We give here an example of service discovery for query q 1 of Figure 1 . First, we compute the preference satisfiability degree between q 1 and the potential target graphs. To illustrate, we evaluate the preference satisfiability degree between q 1 and target t 1 of Figure 2 . We consider the mapping between them as depicted in Figure 4 . Then, we apply the ranking methods described in Section 5. See below for more details. First, we compute the satisfiability degree δ of user preferences as shown in Table 3 . Consider, for example, the pair (A, A ) in Table 3 . The satisfiability degree δ (p 2 , a 2 ) between preference p 2 and annotation a 2 is obtained by μ max [reliability] . According to equation (2) , a preference tree allows to aggregate the preference degrees of A. The result is presented in column RESULT in Table 3 . Second, we apply the truth degree The same of preference .
The same of preference .
0.75
described in Section 4.1 to obtain the global satisfiability degree between q 1 and t 1 , as follows: 9) ), ..., min (0.5, μ Q ( 9 /9))) = 0.67. This means that at least 67% of preferences are satisfied to at least a degree 0.67. Table 5 . Ranking of target graphs according to the three ranking methods
WEIGHTED AVERAGE
MIN-COMBINATION LEXICOGRAPHIC ORDER
Now, SS (q, t, M, E) = min (δ γ2 (q 1 , t 1 ) , δ γ3 (q 1 , t 1 )) = 0.66. It means that at least 66% of query activities are mapped to at least a degree 0.66 and at most 66% of target activities have transformation cost to at most 0.66.
As presented in Table 4 , eight potential answers to query q 1 are retrieved. Table 5 summarizes the results of the different ranking methods discussed in Section 5 (where ω SS = 0.75).
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed an approach for web services selection and ranking where both structural similarity and preference satisfiability are taken into account in the evaluation step. User preferences are modelled thanks to fuzzy predicates while linguistic quantifiers are used as a basis to compute the process model similarity. So, the matchmaking process is achieved in a more cooperative and flexible way. Some ranking methods have been discussed in the scope of services retrieval. We are currently working on a prototype system to evaluate our approach by conducting some experiments.
